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12 attendees
 Land acknowledgement and Respect Guidelines
 Introductions: Names, pronouns
 Icebreaker question

“Generic” ace humour
 Demisexual and ace comedy show by Queer and Present Danger

o Performer(s) there made a joke about the misconception that “everyone is demi”
 “Clean” humour, but some aces are into “dirty” jokes

o Ace jokes: “pure” on the outside, can get “dirty” on the inside
 “Sex is great but haven’t you heard …”
 “Netflix and *actually* chill”
 “When you invite someone to play Smash and they take off their clothes”
 Origins of ace memes: cluelessness of non-aces about sexual innuendos, though the

cluelessness could be intentional
 Cake

o Origins:  cake  emoji  available  to  use  among AVEN users  in  2005,  usually  to
congratulate someone

o Recently, garlic bread is becoming the new “cake” for aces
 “You know you’re ace when …”
 Spongebob Squarepants is becoming a prominent ace meme template

o Spongebob shows signs in his character that he may be ace
 Ace axolotl, amoeba, asexual reproduction jokes

o Regarding ace reproduction:  there was a study circulating a while  ago about
sheep. Study is unknown but the findings showed that some sheep did not show
interest in finding mates to reproduce.

Similarities and assumptions made among “typical” ace memes/humour
 Earlier ace memes tend to relate specifically to aro aces, though over time they became 

inclusive of non-aromantic aces
 All aces over the ace spectrum can relate to current memes
 Centered on fear of sex/sex repulsion, cluelessness of sexual innuendos (ie. “Netflix and

chill”)
o “Netflix and chill” (possible?) origins: phrase kids say to their parents when they 

try to be vague in explaining what they are going to do (and avoid trouble), or 
came from Tinder

 Relatable to sex repulsed aces, aces with little to no libido and/or interest in sex
 Not representative of all aces
 “Ace hivemind”: emerged in the early 2010s on Tumblr. Many ace Tumblr users attacked

an anti-ace blog, and the anti-ace blog called this group of aces “the ace hivemind.”
o “Ace hivemind” joke reclaimed by the Tumblr ace community, though it is 

forgotten
 Overlap with bi memes; bi/ace solidarity

o LGBTQ+ history: aces were with bi people
 Assume all aces like cake. Then the cake vs pie discourse emerged within the ace 

community. Also dragons.
 Assume all aces are introverted and awkward
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o Lots of assumptions come with the “asexual” label: introverted, loner, do not like 
sports, quiet, prefers the indoors, white, cis girl, “special snowflake”

 Preference for indoor environment: assumed that many people go out to 
hook up

 Assume that all aces are involuntary celibate people (incel): “forced” to be celibate
o Due to the toxicity in incel communities, aces staying away from them, especially 

ace women.
o A-Fortress: anti-sexuality forum board in 2010-2011. Before incel community 

boards.  
 “Aces are anti-sexual”

o Anti-sexuality: radical feminist roots [for political celibacy, sometimes using the 
word “asexual”]

o Early 2000s: division of 2 ace boards: AVEN vs an anti-sexual “non-libidoist” 
board

 AVEN flourished, while the latter died
 Tumblr: “All or Nothing” writing prompt

o Featuring one pansexual character and one ace character. The ace character is 
extroverted, whereas the pan character is introverted

 Effort to challenge common assumptions made about ace and pan people

Non-asexuals’ perception of asexual memes/humour 
 Non-aces are generally OK with ace humour

o Relatable to non-aces too
 Some memes (ie. Ace axolotl) are less exposed to non-aces
 Jokes communicating ideas vs community-adopted symbology

o Ie. “Sex is great but …” vs “ace axolotl”
o Symbols: unicorns (bisexuals also have this), wizards

 Wizard symbol origins: “if you have not married by the time you are 30, 
you are a wizard” joke. Originally a joke in bad faith

Characters in media perceived as ace within the ace community + general ace 
representation in media

• Artemis, Katniss Everdeen (Hunger Games), Sheldon (Big Bang Theory), Jughead 
Jones (Archie Comics – canon), Todd Chavez (BoJack Horseman – canon), Raphael 
(Shadowhunters – canon)

• See a character that could be ace, but then love interest comes in
• Ace relationships in media are “straight passing”, implying that LGBTQ+ relationships 

are inherently sexual
• Some aces tend to consume media geared towards younger audiences due to the 

abundance of sexual scenes in adult media (which they may find not interesting and/or 
repulsive)

Humour as a coping strategy for aces
• Poke fun at asexual reproduction, “everyone is demi,” “ace coming out bingo”
• “Aces are gods,” “Aces are immune to sirens but the sirens can sing about pasta and 

then the ace pirate is screwed”
◦ Not saying that aces are superior to non-aces; they’re not invulnerable to all “worldly 

desires” (as shown with the “immune to sirens but actually not” joke)
▪ Also, some of ace humour involve food.. which is a “worldly desire”

• “Sex is what makes us human.” “Welp guess I’m not human then.”
◦ Relatable beings: aliens, robots, cats. Though to an extent
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◦ Villains as ace representation: mixed results in conceptions of an asexual person by 
non-aces

Where do you find ace humour?
 Rarely offline; mostly online (ace humour blogs on Tumblr, ace Facebook Pages/groups)
 Sometimes paired with other types of jokes

o Ie. Anti-capitalism: “sex isn’t real; the government invented the idea of sex to sell 
more babies”

 Aces WILD comic
 Ace podcasts
 Anywhere: claiming anything with the ace pride flag colours as belonging to the ace 

community


